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Foreman iPad features
Did you know foremen can use an
Q3 Inspections = Red
iPad in the field to help with their
daily responsibilities? The site iPads
RIGGING INSPECTIONS
have access to Daily 5s, Toolbox
Make sure you perform thorough rigging
Talks, COVID updates, and Hi-Vis.
inspections prior to use. Failed rigging during Foremen can also use the camera,
a lift could result in lives lost or severe
notes app, and calculator.
injuries. Qualified riggers and PICs MUST
If you are interested in using an
inspect rigging before use. Even a brand
iPad for work, contact your
new sling may have a cut due to incorrect
supervision.
transport and handling between the rigging
loft and the point of use.
CANCELLED: Shaping Behaviors

NO ENERGIZED TOOLS IN BAGS
There should not be
any energized tools
in job bags. When
placing battery
operated tools in your
bag, make sure the
battery is removed to
prevent inadvertent
start up.

HOUSEKEEPING IN YOUR AREA
Take a second look at your work area
before leaving to make sure everything is
clean and safe.
Ask yourself these questions:
 Are walkways clear of obstructions?
 Are combustible materials removed?
 Are structural materials on cribbing?
 Is the area free of trash?
 Are proper barricades being used?
 Are there any safety or quality hazards?

COVID-19 RETURNING TO WORK
If you test positive for COVID-19, at the end
of your 14-day isolation you must go to the
building 140 medical clinic to be
screened before entering the site. The
medical clinic will issue a return-to-work
clearance slip that you must give to your
supervisor so they know you are cleared to
return to work.

HAND CHECK!
Where are your hands? Are they in a
position where they could be hurt? Make
sure to protect your hands by:


Identifying all pinch points.



Wearing the correct gloves.



Never placing your body/hand in a
pinch point or in the line of fire.



WORK AREA SET UP
Set up your work area for success. If you are
working at heights, make sure you follow the
Dropped Objects Prevention Plan or have
the proper barricades set up below as well
as pearl weave to prevent dropped objects.

PBS OBSERVATION WINNERS
This week’s night shift PBS observation
winners are:

Being cautious when placing hands or
fingers in between objects.

Unit 3
Indalea’o Cases
Huck Helmly
Marcus Naylor

RESPECT OTHER’S WORK
It is important to respect other’s work. Be
careful and respectful when working in and
around installed equipment.

Unit 4
Ricky Nolen
Bryan Roach
Bruce Vero

Winners can stop by building 142 or see a
dedicated PBS member for their prize.

See page two for more information.

LAST WEEK

FIRST AIDS

38

OSHA
RECORDABLE

1

LOST TIME /
LIFE ALT.

0

NEAR MISS

5

RADIOGRAPHY AREAS
Watch for magenta/yellow warning
tape:
 0200-0500: NI4 Containment (Fri)
The radiography window times on
site have switched to:
 Unit 4: 1500-1800 to 0200-0500
 Unit 3: 1600-1900 to 0300-0600

CONSTRUCTION TESTING


PROJECT SAFETY STATS AS OF 9/3
TIME

for Zero Incidents
The ES&H Safety Leadership
Workshop that was scheduled for
day shift Friday, September 11, is
cancelled. Stay tuned for more
information on the next training.

ENVIRON.

1

PROP.
DAMAGE

5

THIS MONTH

20

0

0

2

1

4

YEAR TO
DATE

879

41

2

231

44

154





Hydrolazing HDS Piping: U3
Turbine Building
Pressure Testing CAS Piping/
Tubing: U3 Turbine Building
Pressure Testing ASS Piping:
U3 Turbine Building
Pressure Testing FWS Piping:
U3 Turbine Building

Quality Awareness
Respect other’s work to maintain quality
March 25, 2020
It is important to respect other’s work. Strict requirements govern how work is completed and maintained through
turnover to the Initial Testing Program group and ultimately to Operations. Safety and Quality concerns arise when
equipment is stood on or used as storage. These actions can cause damage, rework, and schedule delays.
When working near installed equipment you should never:
 Stand or lean on equipment
 Stack, hang, or lean items on or against equipment
 Use the cabinets for storage of material, work tools, bags, or equipment
 Hang a harness or bag from any installed equipment
Be careful and respectful when working in and around installed equipment. Do your part to complete work safely
and maintain our Quality standards.
Dave Sprague
Project Quality Manager

Hardhat hanging off installed equipment.

Harness and other materials hanging from
installed equipment.

